INTRODUCTION
FQS is a hyper deflationary token created and thought by
holders, it work as an independent liquidity generation
protocol and
Frictionless autonomous yield farming together with
manual buyback features.
FQS Holders benefit through static reward and also
Through the Buy-Back strategy built into the contract.All
You need to do is hold FQS.

WHY FQS?
FQS , is a decentralized
Deflationary token
Our vision is to make the record by growing
Token price from 0.00000001$ to 1$
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BUYBACK PROCESS:
FQS buyback function, also known as “the Plutus” is funder by a
5% strategic buyback fee. The Plutus is the greek god of wealth,
and acts a safety net for all FQS holders.
The tokens collected from the fees are converted into BNB and
securely locked and stored in the FQS buyback contract.These
funds are known as the Plutus reserves.
These reserves then become independent of the price of FQS the
contract is coded so that the BNB in the Plutus reserves cannot
be withdrawn and can only be utilized for the purposes of buying
back FQS tokens from the open market and burning tem.
When the buyback function is truned on, the contract
automatically
Buys back tokens after every sell transaction.
Once the FQS tokens are bought back, the new BNB amount are
immediately burned.

This creates a true burn and guarantees the price per token will
increase every time the buyback is activated.
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TOKENOMICS:
Name: FqSwap
Symbol: FQS
Initial Supply: 100,000,000,000
Decimals: 9
Contract: 0x9075055c3ee590ee0d7a2e1ef4376a851369e8e0
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain

TRANSACTION FEES 10%
5% goes to LP
5% Redistributed to Holder

TOKEN AIIOCATION
25% Liquidity Pool
30% Burn
5% Team and Founders
15% Airdrop
25% Community
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ROADMAP:
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Making Contract BSC
Airdrop 1
Add Liquidity
Audit






Run FqSwap
Airdrop 2
25,000 Community member
5,000 Holders






Run Exchange P2P
100,000 Community member
25,000 Holder
30% Burn






Add to coinmarketcap and coingecko
Listing to top5 Exchange
150,000 Holdersa
1,000,000 Community member

CONTACT US:
@FQS-SWAP
@FQSWAPORG
INFO@FQSWAP.ORG
@FQSWAP
WWW.FQSWAP.ORG

